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ABSTRACT 

Amorphous carbon (a-C) films grow via energetic processes such as pulsed-laser deposition (PLD). The cold- 
cathode electron emission properties of a-C are promising for flat-panel display and vacuum microelectronics 
technologies. These ultrahard films consist of a mixture of 3-fold and 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms, resulting in 
an amorphous material with "diam~nd-like~' properties. We study the structures of a-C films grown at room 
temperature as a function of PLD energetics using x-ray reflectivity, Raman spectroscopy, high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy, and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. While an understanding of the 
electron emission mechanism in a-C films remains eIusive, the onset of emission is typically preceded by 
"conditioning" where the material is stressed by an applied electric field. To simulate conditioning and assess its 
effect, we use the spatially-localized field and current of a scanning tunneling microscope tip. Scanning force 
microscopy shows that conditioning alters surface morphology and electronic structure. Spatially-resolved electron 
energy loss spectroscopy indicates that the predominant bonding configuration changes from predominantly 4-fold 
to 3-fold coordination. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Amorphous carbon (a-C) films with properties approaching those of diamond have been grown using energetic 
physical deposition methods, such as ion beam, cathodic filtered ion arc, or pulsed-laser deposition (PLD).'" The 
energetics of the film growth processes determine the ratio of 3-fold (sp2 or graphite-like) to 4-fold (sp3 or diamond- 
like) coordinated carbon atoms. The topology and ratio of these carbon bond types control the properties of the 
materials. Numerous papers in the literature have reported a-C structural properties such as the bond type ratio, 
residual film stress, and mass density as a function of the growth energetics?12 Others have correlated these 
properties to hardness, electronic transport, dielectric permittivity, optical transparency, and cold-cathode electron 
emi~sion. '~- '~  Most of these studies assume that a-C film structures are essentially homogeneous in the direction 
perpendicular to the substrate, Le. throughout the thickness of a given film. The greatest complexity typically 
assumed is the existence of a few nanometer-thick region of higher 3-fold coordinated carbon near the film surface. 
This assumption is consistent with a subplantation model for a-C The model hypothesizes that for 
depositing carbon species to form 4-fold coordinated bonding, the species must grow in a state of very high local 
pressure. This pressure can be achieved through the creation of point defects from ion implantation into a sublayer 
just below the deposition surface. Since the final layer deposited does not experience further subplantation, a 
surface region results that is rich in 3-fold coordinated carbon bonding. 
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There has been much theoretical and computational study performed to predict the topographical nature of the 
3-fold and 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms that are representative of a-C  structure^?^-'^ Two independent, recently 
published, fully self-consistent first-principles structure calculations using a fixed a-C mass density - 3.0 g/cm3 find 
that the materials likely consist of a mixture of the two bond types connected by single, double, and conjugated 
bonds in a strained network of rings both smaller and larger than the six-fold rings that characterize crystalline 
carbon?', 21 Radial distribution functions from these resulting structures superbly match experimental results?' 
This agreement suggests that the amorphous structures determined by these calculations are likely to be fairly 
representative of real a-C films. This is important since no physical experiment has been identified that is capable 
of direct observation of carbon-carbon bonding in an amorphous material. 

Growth of a-C films occurs at room temperature in high-vacuum, lending itself to nearly any substrate 
material. Unfortunately, it also grows with large residual com ressive stresses, on the order of several GPa, that 
appear to be a direct result of the energetic growth processes." These very high stress values limit the thickness 
(100 - 200 nm) to which a-C films can be grown due to adhesion failure at the film-substrate interface. It has 
recently been shown that these stresses can be completely relieved to negligible levels by simple thermal anneals in 
inert ambients at temperatures well below the decomposition of a-C into more graphitic-like rnateriaLz4 This post- 
annealing process does change the structural properties of a-C films in a subtle manner. In this paper, we will show 
the variations that occur in density, bond configurations and optical transparency as a result of growth energetics. 
The changes occurring as a result of thermal post-processing are presented elsewhere.= 

Perhaps the most intriguing property demonstrated for a-C films is cold-cathode electron emission under 
relatively low electric-field conditions. This property is critical to the development of entire new technologies based 
on fieId emission devices such as flat-panel displays with picture quality comparable to cathode ray tubes, and 
vacuum microelectronics?6 The latter would include the development of devices such as vacuum tubes compatible 
in size and chemistry with MOSFET technologies. Vacuum tube electronics have the advantage of working at high 
power levels due to the lack of a dielectric material that can breakdown under high field conditions. 

While an understanding of the electron emission mechanism in a-C films remains elusive, the onset of 
emission is typically preceded by "conditioning" where the material is stressed by an applied electric To 
simulate conditioning and assess its effect, we use the spatially-localized field and current of a scanning tunneling 
microscope tip?' Scanning force microscopy shows that conditioning alters surface morphology and electronic 
structure. Spatially-resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy indicates that the predominant bonding configuration 
changes from predominantly 4-fold to 3-fold coordination. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

We use 248 nm radiation from a KrF excimer laser to ablate carbon species from a pyrolytic graphite target in 
a vacuum chamber with base pressure < lo-' Torr. The carbon specie is deposited onto a rotating Si (100) substrate 
maintained at ambient temperature (below 50 'C). The target to substrate distance is - 5 inches. The rotating target 
is positioned slightly off-axis from the central portion of the plume, allowing uniform a-C film growth on substrates 
up to 4 inches in diameter. Laser pulses (duration - 17 ns) are focused on to a rectangular spot of the center of the 
rotating target to prevent excessive cratering with an area - 0.01 cm'. Repetition rates from 10 - 20 Hz are typically 
used. Energy density is varied from 5 - 125 J/cm2, achieving a-C deposition rates 5 - 10 &minute. Films ranging 
from 50 - 110 nm in thickness are grown for study. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to determine film morphology. Cross-sectional high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) is performed to observe a-C density-related contrast variations in the 
films in the direction perpendicular to the substrate. The JEOL 2010, which has a very low spherical aberration, is 
used in conjunction with a Gatan 694 slow-scan camera coupled with digital processing capabilities. Images are 
processed and analyzed using Gatan's Digital Micrograph software. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), 
using 3.5 MeV He ions yields precise carbon atom areal density. Together with HRTEM thickness measurements, 
very accurate mass density measurements are made. Density is also determined by fitting x-ray reflectivity (XRR) 
data to the Fresnel scattering equations. This nondestructive measurement also yields information on the film 
thickness, surface roughness, and the presence of quasi-periodic features on the order of tens of nanometers in extent 
within the films. XRR is performed at the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory), 
beamline X22A, using 1.20373 A (10.3 keV) x-rays. The experimental full width half maximum resolution, 
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achieved with a Si(ll1) monochromator and Si(ll1) analyzer, is AEE - 1 ~ 1 0 ~ .  Raman spectroscopy is used to 
study the nature of the 3-fold coordinated carbon atoms within the a-C film structures. Raman spectra are obtained 
using a triple spectrograph and a liquid-nitrogen cooled charge-coupled detector with 6 cm-' resol~tion?~ Raman 
scatter is excited using the 514.5 nm wavelength (green light) of an argon ion laser. 

Finally, we studied the initiation of electron emission in a-C films using scanning nanoprobe techniques. 
Emission was simulated using the high, spatially localized electric field and electron flux from a scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) tip. This results in the creation of nanostructures on the order of the tip dimension (-100 nm in 
extent). We study the changes in morphology and electronic structure using scanning force microscopy (SFM) and 
spatially-resolved electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). We infer that these changes are analogous to those 
that occur during the conditioning process for electron emission?' 

3. RESULTS 

Amorphous carbon films grown by PLD are very smooth and mirror-like in appearance. Under optical or 
scanning electroq microscopes, no features are observable. The atomic-scale resolution of nanoscopy such as in 
AFM or STM is required to observe the morphology of a-C films. Fig. 1 shows an AFM image of an a-C film 
grown at 45 J/cm2. The smooth 
morphology and highly-reflective quality exists for all the films grown for this experiment over the range of 5 - 125 
J/cm2. The image on the left is an AFM image with the gray scale corresponding to variation in the surface height 
over a range of 0.6 nm. The image on the right is a tilted view of the same image to enhance the ability to easily 
observe the variations in surface morphology. 

The root-mean-square roughness of the film surface is less than 0.6 nm. 

Figure 1: AFM image of a-C film morphology. On the left is a standard plan-view image. This image is tilted 
to provide a better view of the surface roughness on the right. 

3.1 HRTEM and RBS 

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional HRTEM image of a nominally 50 nm thick a-C film grown at 11 J/cm2. A thin 
gold coating was sputter deposited onto the film surface to easily denote its location. From this image we can 
precisely measure the total film thickness to be 43 nm. RBS analysis yielded a carbon areal density of 6.59 x lo" ('t 
5 %) C atoms/cm3. This gives an average film mass density of 3.06 g/cm3. However, this simple analysis assumes 
that the a-C film is homogeneous in density as a function of depth below the surface. Fig. 2 shows that this is not 
the case. Clearly, thin layers of varying contrast exist within the a-C film at both its surface and substrate interface. 
The brighter region at the film surface probably results from the lower density a-C material expected at the end of 
the film growth process, consistent with the subplantation m ~ d e l . ~ . ' ~  This layer of film has not experienced the 
same localized high pressure as the bulk of the material. The bright layer at the film-substrate interface is also likely 
to represent a lower density material than the bulk. TRIM code calculations find that for carbon ion implantation 
energies up to 400 eV, the intermixing of carbon and silicon atoms is 5 0.5 nm?' Therefore, a change in chemical 
composition at the Si-C interface is less relevant to the formation of the observed interfacial region which is - 2 nm 



in width. The nature of this interfacial region becomes more complex as,the energetics of carbon deposition are 
increased. We report these results in greater detail el~ewhere.~' 
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Figure 2: 

HRTEM image of a 43 nm thick a-C 
film grown on Si(100) at 11 J/cm3. 

Our HRTEM study of films grown at 11, 27, and 45 J/cm2 shows that the Si(100) substrate - carbon film 
interface is relatively sharp. There is no evidence for any crystallization within the films or any interfacial silicon- 
carbide formation. By assuming that the brightness intensity of each layer within a given HRTEM image is linearly 
dependent upon the density, then we can estimate the density of each layer of each film. While this approximation 
may be relatively crude, given the relative thickness of each layer, it is unlikely to result in a major error in the 
calculated density of the main bulk layer of a film. We performed these measurements using standard image 
analysis software and find that the densities of the three films studied range from 3.13 to 3.35 g/cm3, increasing with 
increasing growth energetics?' These densities are significantly higher than those reported in most other studies for 
films believed to have very high 4-fold coordinated C atom contents 2 80 %!, 6, ', 32-35 However, it should be noted 
that previous reports of a-C film density were not directly measured, but rather inferred by fitting data from another 
measurement, such as transmission K-edge EELS, to a model dependent upon density for full simulation. The 
results from this measurement, which include a precise measurement of a-C thickness by HRTEM and a precise 
measure of atomic areal density by RBS, are likely to be the most accurate performed to date. 

It is also worth noting that the majority of the computational work published to date has concentrated on a-C 
densities near 3.0 g/cm3. The first principals studied discussed earlier found that the 4-fold coordinated carbon 
content is closer to 70 %, well below the previous experimental Assuming that K-edge EELS 
experiments are somewhat accurate in determining the ratio of bond types, then it is likely that the mas densities of 
the materials grown elsewhere and studied are closer in actual density to the values we report here. Hence, the 
computational studies are actually consistent with the reality of a lower density carbon material, i.e. based on the 
work presented here, it appears that the theoretical studies were performed on materials relatively far from 
"diamond-like", despite their seemingly high density. However, such low-density a-C films may be of great 
technological importance; films grown at the lowest PLD energy conditions have been shown to have lower turn-on 
fields for cold-cathode electron emission. l6 

3.2 X-ray reflectivity 

XRR is a non-destructive method used to determine film thickness, density, roughness, and the presence of 
quasi-periodic features within thin films. XRR spectra are fit to the Fresnel interference equations which describe 
optical reflectivity.". 36* 37 In general, thickness is related to the oscillation frequency in the reflectivity signal. 
Surface roughness is related to the exponential decay of the signal. Small angle Bragg diffraction peaks yield 
information on the presence of quasi-periodic structures within the films. Film density is related to the critical angle 
of total reflectivity. 

The XRR spectra from the same three a-C films studied above 500 A grown with laser energy densities of 11, 
27 and 45 J/cm2 are shown in fig. 3. A simple analysis of the oscillation widths from these XRR spectra, assuming a 
single layer a-C film, yields thickness measurements of 39, 49 and 57 nm, respectively, in good agreement with the 
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Figure 3: 

XRR spectra for 3 films 
grown at different PLD 
energy densities. The 
critical angle for reflection 
is related to mass density, 
the width of oscillation to 
film thickness, and the 
rate of decay to roughness. 
The arrows mark the 
positions of Bragg 
reflection peaks. 
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HRTEM measurements. In addition to the XRR periodic oscillations which are proportional to the film thickness, 
these spectra show Bragg scattering peaks, marked with arrows, near 28 = 0.9" for the 11 J/cm2 film, and near 28 = 
0.5" for the 27 and 45 J/cm2. These small angle peaks relate to a quasi-periodic array of scattering sites spaced 8 to 
15 nm apart increasing as a function of growth energy. These scattering sites must represent structure(s) located at 
the film-substrate interface, within the film or at the film surface. The layer thicknesses determined from high- 
resolution TEM do not correlate with these values.". 30 Additional structural characterization is being performed to 
help identify the source of these features. 

Film density is primarily related to the critical angle of reflection. A more complete analysis, where we fit 
the Fresnel equations to 3 or 4 layer structural models, depending on the TEM information, will be presented 
elsewhere." For this study we fit the Fresnel equations to a simple single a-C layer film. The resulting densities 
calculated are remarkably similar to the precise HRTEIWRBS measurements presented above, with values ranging 
from 3.0 to 3.38 g/cm3. This is again consistent with an increasing ratio of 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms with an 
increasing energetics of a-C deposition. The densities of crystalline diamond and graphite are 3.51 and 2.25 g/cm3, 
respectively. The density of glassy carbon, or nanocrystalline graphite can be as low as 1.8 g/cm3. It is expected 
that pure amorphous diamond will be less dense than crystalline diamond (easily understood since amorphous or 
highly disordered materials cannot be packed as tightly as an ordered crystal). Therefore, it is not reliable to 
calculate the precise 3-fold to 4-fold coordinated C atom ratio based on a linear interpolation of density using the 
values for both graphite and diamond. However, since the density associated with 4-fold coordination is higher than 
that associated with 3-fold coordination, any increase in film density is correlated with an increase in 4-fold 
coordinated C atom content. 

The surface roughness of these films ranges from 0 to 1 nm. However, it cannot be stated that roughness is 
increasing strictly with PLD growth energy since the films monotonically increase in thickness with energetics as 
well. Nevertheless, it is meaningful to point out that such minor surface roughness is consistent with the sub- 
nanometer rms roughness measured in these films by AFM as shown in figure 1. 

3.3 Raman spectroscopy 

Figure 4 shows normalized Raman spectra for - 100 nm thick a-C films grown with laser energy densities of 
5 ,  10, 15,20,25, 50 and 125 J/cm2. The flat-topped feature occurring between 925 and 1025 cm-' is a second-order 
phonon band from the silicon substrate. Note that the intensity of this band increases, implying that the films 
become more transparent, or diamond-like, with increasing PLD growth energy. The broad band between 1000 and 
1800 cm-' and centered nominally at 1550 cm-' is due to resonantly-enhanced vibrational modes of 3-fold 
coordinated carbon.'4. 389 Note that the carbon bands tend to narrow and shift to higher frequency with increasing 
deposition energy. Prior to normalization (not shown), the integrated intensity of this broad band decreases as the 



PLD growth energy increases. These trends are associated with a decrease in sc-bonded structures in the film. 
Raman scatter from 4-fold coordinated carbon atom bonds, those exhibiting d i k e  hybridization, occurs below the 
crystalline diamond vibrational frequency of 1330 cm-'. However, due to the lack of resonant-enhancement, Raman 
scatter from o-bonding cannot be observed in the presence of n-bonds. Raman scattering using ultraviolet radiation - 
reduces the resonant-enhancement from n-bonds and was recently shown to be an effective tool for studying 6- 
bonds.14. 38939 
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Figure 4: Rarnan spectra collected for 100 nm thick a-C films grown at PLD energies ranging from 5 - 125 J/cm2. 

The rich (and nearly continuous) variety of 3-fold and 4-fold coordinated structures predicted by theoretical 
calculations suggest that assignment of vibrational frequencies to specific structures may be very difficult. In the 
most general terms, the intensity of the Raman signal from a-C and the breadth of vibrational frequencies measured 
both decrease as a fbnction of increasing growth energetics. This correlates with the fact that 3-fold coordinated 
carbon atoms, the sole source of the Raman signal, become less prevalent as film density increases. Various models 
can be used to attempt to identify carbon bonding structures that would vibrate in the manner measured in the data 
presented in fig. 4. In an earlier paper, we described a simple procedure for the fitting of a-C spectra into two 
contributions based on the active vibrational modes of disordered nanocrystalline graphite, or glassy carbon, at 1350 
and 1581 ern-'?' More recently, Doyle and Dennison calculated vibrational frequencies for idealized 5-, 6- and 7- 
membered sc-bonded carbon rings!' While the theoretical work does not suggest that such idealized ring structures 
are likely to occur in metastable a-C materials20'2', it is believed that vibrational shifts due to ring distortions act 
mainly to broaden the range of frequencies rather than to significantly shift the average vibrational frequency for a 
given ring structure." Hence, we can attempt to interpret the Raman spectra along this somewhat more specific 
description. The frequencies relevant to our range of collected data are 1569 cm-' (6 C-atom ring), 1529 cm" (5 and 
7 C-atom rings), 1444 cm" (5 C-atom ring), 1360 cm-' (6 C-atom ring), 1303 cm-' (7 C-atom ring) and 1100 cm-' 
(5C-atom ring). We find that the 1360 cm-' frequency is never needed to filly deconvolute a spectrum. This band is 
related to the stacking of 6-membered rings in graphite-like structures, which probably do not exist in high density 
a-C, whereas the 1569 cm-' band is dominant when 6-membered rings are relatively isolated or present in single, 
small sheets. Further, we note that the 1529 cm'' frequency is representative of a-C material grown near the Si 
substrate/film interface, and therefore, observable only for films considerably thinner than 100 nm." The remaining 
four frequencies are used to fit the data presented in fig. 4. The excellent quality of these fits are shown elsewhere." 

Figure 5 shows the fractional contribution of each vibrational frequency to the entire carbon portion of the 
Raman spectra as a function of PLD growth energy. For films grown at the lowest energy densities, the dominating 
frequency is at 1444 cm-', possibly resulting from five-membered ring structures. This contribution decreases 
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monotonically as a function of increasing growth energy. Contribution from the 1569 cm-’ frequency, perhaps 
resulting from six-membered rings, dominates with increasing growth energy. Since the overall proportion of 3-fold 
coordinated carbon atoms also decreases with increasing growth energy, it appears that flat sheets of six-membered 
rings are favored when the overall proportion is low, and the 3-fold structures are smaller and more isolated. At low 
deposition energies, with a higher proportion of 3-fold coordinated carbon, structures are likely to be larger and 
more densely packed, resulting in the incorporation of five- and seven-membered rings, similar to fullerene 
structures, imparting curvature to their surfaces. This behavior can be rationalized by considering the alternative to 
an increase in the proportion of five- and seven-membered rings with increasing 3-fold coordinated carbon. Sheets 
of (flat) six-membered rings, present in high density would be expected to stack, forming graphite-like structures 
with a distinctive Raman band signal not observed in these a-C films. Contributions from the 1303 and 1100 cm-‘ 
frequencies are minor, and appear to decrease slightly with increasing growth energy. In general, analysis of the 
Raman spectra suggest the possibility that the 3-fold coordinated carbon portion of a-C films tends to become 
dominated by six-membered carbon rings with increasing growth energy.’*. 38 The increasing presence of these 
structures in the 3-fold coordinated portion of a-C correlates with the increased optical transparency of the films 
(seen via the Si-band in fig. 4) at higher PLD growth energies. 

3.4 Electron emission from atom probe spectroscopies 

The initiation of electron emission from high-density a-C films typically requires an electrical “conditioning” 
process where a voltage is applied between the film and an anode to set up an electric field. Ramping the voltage at 
high rates produces microdischarges that cause significant morphological crater damage.I6* 27 Low ramp rates are 
used to initiate emission without any observable morphological damage using scanning electron microscopy (SEM); 
however, reduced secondary electron emission occurs in the emitting regions.’63 l8 The threshold, or turn-on, field 
for emission current in the initial voltage ramp is typically > 50 % higher than that required after subsequent voltage 
ramps. We studied the morphological and electronic structure changes using nanoprobe techniques to elucidate the 
nature of this conditioning process.’’ 

High-density a-C films, which clearly must consist of very high fractions of 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms, 

issues for using scanning tunneling microscopy. So for this study, a-C films - 25 nm thick were used. The 
conditioning process was simulated with an STM operating in air, by ramping the STM tip bias from -10 to +IO V, 
with the feedback control disabled, at regular points of a 10 x 10 pm2 grid over a fresh surface region. An STM 
image obtained after the conditioning scan is shown in fig. 6. The nearly complete grid pattern is the result of the 
conditioning process. Representative I-V characteristics indicate that when the majority of nanostructures are 

are also good electrical insulators with dielectric permittivity constants - 5 - 7 E,. 17 This leads to electric charging 



Figure 6: 
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formed, the tip-to-sample current reaches a value 2 100 nA. When no change occurs, a significantly reduced 
forward current is observed. It appears that a sufficiently high electron flux is a key factor to create a change, likely 
the result of a breakdown in the resistance at the sited where the elevated field is applied.28 

Surface chemical composition and near-surface hybridization were probed using spatially-resolved Auger 
electron and EELS spectroscopies. The conditioned regions could be identified by the reduced secondary emission 
in the SEM mode. Auger found no evidence of impurities (< 0.02 mL sensitivity) in these regions. Therefore, the 
transfer of metal atoms from the tip can be discounted as a possible origin of the observed modification. 
Furthermore, conditioning the surface by STM in ultrahigh vacuum results in similar modifications, excluding the 
possibility of STM-induced chemical reaction of surface contaminants.28 

Transmission EELS has been used in a number of studies to distinguish 3-fold and 4-fold coordinate carbon 
regions with subnanometer resolution! We used spatially resolved reflection EELS on a modified region to 
measure the hybridization of the near-surface carbon by analyzing shifts in the energy of the surface plasmon loss. 
This analysis is presented in detail elsewhere?’ Briefly, we are able to correlate plasmon shift with the STM 
modified regions, like those shown in fig. 6 .  This shift corresponds to an increase of 3-fold coordinated carbon 
species in a-C films resulting from electron emission induced surface modifications. This change in bond 
configurations is also consistent with the raised nanostructures evident in fig. 6; lower density 3-fold coordinated 
carbon material needs to increase its volume. 

Demonstration that a-C films with high 4-fold coordination transform into 3-fold coordinated materials is 
consistent with the growing experimental evidence in the literature that diamond-like carbon materials are not ideal 
for cold-cathode emission applications. Earlier work in our own laboratory showed that the turn-on fields for 
emission decrease with decreasing PLD growth energy.I6 Recent work in carbon nanotubes has found that these 
purely sp2-bonded carbon atoms are superb Finally, Coll and coworkers have identified a novel 
topological form of sp2-bonded carbon films that are “nano-c~ralline’~ in appearance fiom SEM imaging!’ 

4. SUMMARY 

This work shows that a-C films grown by highly-energetic pulsed-laser deposition have mass densities ranging 
fiom 85 to 96 % that of crystalline diamond. These densities have been accurately determined by direct 
measurement of film thickness and carbon atom areal density. We have confirmed these results by inference with x- 
ray reflectivity measurements that have been carefully fitted to the Fresnel scattering equations. This validation of 
our XRR results provides confidence to use this non-destructive measurement technique to routinely measure the 
mass density of amorphous carbon, and to also extract other important properties such as film thickness and surface 
roughness. Atomic force microscopy finds that these very “diamond-like’’ a-C films are ultra-smooth on the order 



of < 1 nm. Nano-probe microscopies and spectroscopies have helped elucidate upon the nature of electron emission 
in these materials, demonstrating for the first time that the initiation of electron emission results in a chemical and 
structural modification in the films to a less “diamond-like” state. 
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